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AD/DA converters are the gateway to the digital world, and 
consequently affect the quality of the audio more directly than 
any other component in the digital process.  That's why 
professional sound engineers have been using external 
AD/DA converters since the beginning of the digital age.  
However, all this quality came at a high price.  Until now, 
you'd have to spend a substantial amount on these devices, 
or put up with the less-than-desired results of those 
converters that came with your recorder, DAW or other 
device.

Today, all that changes with the introduction of the RAMSA 
96 Series of AD/DA Converters.

These 24 bit 96 kHz converters are of the highest quality on 
the market today, but at a price that just about anyone can 
afford.  Now you can have higher quality sound than you ever 
imagined out of your existing digital audio system, whether 
you are using a DAW (such as ProTools), Digital Tape 
Recorders of any format, or virtually ANY digital audio 
system.  No matter what type of work you do — from audio 
PostProduction for Television, Film, to major Recording 
Studios and Project Studios - your sound will benefit from the 
performance of our 96 Series AD/DA converters.

These multi-functional devices are designed to be perfect for 

use in CD pre-mastering, DVD authoring, Digital Audio 
Workstation interfaces (DAW) and Modular Digital Multi-track 
(MDM) recording, while the AD96M is also an excellent 
choice for increasing the number of digital mixer Microphone 
inputs.  
These units are also right at home in professional sound 
reinforcement applications wherever analog is being 
interfaced with digital equipment and high quality audio is a 
must.  There is even a “key lock” function that prevents 
accidental mis-operation of the unit by disabling the front 
panel controls, so you can control user access of your 
system.

The RAMSA 96 Series features the latest generation of 24-bit 
96 kHz DELTA-SIGMA 128-times over sampling converters 
with proprietary circuitry to realize the remarkable dynamic 
range of 118dB for  AD96/DA96 and 117dB for AD96M. 

In addition, the 19” 1 space unit accommodates 8 channel 
I/O, and AES/EBU or TDIF and ADAT interfaces, thus saving 
valuable rack space.

The AD96M also features 8 extremely high quality 
Microphone Pre-Amps with our RAMSA patented “padless”, 
low-noise high-output circuit to deliver the cleanest path from 
your Microphone to recording device possible.

Introducing 
A New Standard in Sound Quality-
The RAMSA 96 Series

The Digital Revolution in Sound Continues.
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8-channel 24-bit/96 kHz A to D Converter 
and Microphone Preamplifier

8-channel 24-bit/96 kHz A to D Converter



High Precision and Supreme Sound Quality with 
24bit/96kHz
The RAMSA 96 Series features the latest generation of 24-bit 96 kHz 
DELTA-SIGMA 128-times over sampling converters with proprietary 
circuitry to realize a remarkable dynamic range of 118dB for  
AD96/DA96 and 117dB for AD96M.   We also use the highest quality 
solid capacitors for their excellent high frequency characteristics and 
minimal age deterioration.

Another factor in sound quality of these units is that even though they 
have 8 channels, there is no phase difference or delay between the 
channels.  Unlike other converters, we have taken into consideration 
the degradation of signal quality when more than one channel being 
converted at a time.  You can even link several 96 Series units 
together via wordclock to achieve a multi-channel transfer, perfectly in 
phase.

Broad Dynamic Range and Low Distortion
The microphone preamplifier delivers a low noise specification of EIN-
128 dBu, thanks to its patented discrete transistor structure (AD96M) 
allowing balanced audio signals are directly input into the AD converter 
via a smaller than usual number of stages. This results in the dynamic 
range of 118dB (AD96/DA96) or 117dB (AD96M) and low distortion. 
Low cross talk of 114 dB and low noise are attributable to the optimum 
hybrid pattern layout with a balanced combination of surface mount 
devices (SMDs) and discrete components. All circuits use 0.5 and 
0.1% metal film resistors to prevent a high common mode rejection 
ratio (CMRR) and noise damping, while a custom SMD acoustic 
capacitor is also used.

Advanced Separate Grounding for Even Higher 
Sound Quality
Discrete series power supplies are used for all systems to improve 
sound quality by supplying power with low noise and impedance. The 
separate grounding concept, developed in our legendary RAMSA 
analog equipment, is now used in digital equipment in the form of the 
sophisticated separate grounding structure.  We also took special care 
on the PC board layout for the audio path, and isolated any point that 
would contribute to the generation of noise in the signal path. 

Since separate grounding and low impedance further enhance the 

sound quality, we designed the 96 Series power supply circuit boards 
traces to be at least 4 mm wide to assure low impedance. This layout 
effectively prevents interference between devices, and enhances the 
sound quality.  A specially designed OI core transformer with less flux 
is also utilized.  Threaded GND terminals are provided on the rear 
panel to assure the stability of the grounding of other equipment in the 
system.

High Precision ±0.05 dB Digital Meter
Metering is a priority in digital audio transfers, therefore a high 
precision ±0.05 dB digital level meter is provided. The 10-point meter 
(AD96) or signal/reference/peak 3-point meter (AD96M) provides a 
highly reliable level monitor. The meter on the AD96 features a zoom 
function to allow monitoring in the range from 0 to -6 dBFS with 1 
LED=1 dB.

And when it comes to interfacing with the various metering standards 
in the professional audio world, the 96 Series is second to none.  You 
can select the input signal reference level (+4dBu) to be -14, -16, -18 
or -20 dBFS, thereby eliminating a major interface problem. There is 
also a switch to calibrate and optimize the AD converters due to 
environmental changes in temperature or operating conditions. The 
audio is muted during this calibration.

A peak level hold function is provided that can selected from 3sec or 
infinity.  The detection sensitivity of the peak meter can also be 
selected so that it can be used as an alarm light, or as a clip meter. 
This function is useful for many other purposes, including switching the 
sensitivity depending upon program material (such as classical music 
or voice-overs) to achieve optimum results in the conversion process.

Compact, Energy Saving and Low Heat Design
The 96 Series AD/DA converter circuitry is integrated into a single-chip 
custom LSI and features a 3.3V low power design. The small size and 
low heat generation help reduce digital noise and dramatically 
enhance sound quality.
Since most of the heat is dissipated on the sides, there is no need for 
fans or other cooling, therefore reducing noise in your working 
environment. This design minimizes temperature changes in the area 
around the AD/DA modulation circuits and capacitors, which could 
affect sound quality and precision.
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As you are probably aware, there have been new transmission data 
formats announced by many manufactures to accommodate the new 
higher sampling rates of 88.1 and 96 kHz.  Now, using the RAMSA 96 
Series of AD/DA converters, you have future-proof connectivity.

Let’s start with a little history.  Many years ago, the Audio Engineering 
Society (AES), in cooperation with the European Broadcast Union (EBU) 
set a transmission standard for digital audio consisting of 2 channels on a 
single balanced cable using 3-pin XLR connectors.  The transmission (or 
sampling) rate was set at a maximum capacity of 48 kHz with a bit rate not 
to exceed 24 bits, even though lower bit rates and slower transmission 
speeds are commonly used. This is what we commonly refer to as 
standard AES/EBU digital connections, or SINGLE WIRE AES mode. 

While this was fine for the professional audio industry, less expensive 
methods of transmission (such as the S/PDIF format on unbalanced RCA 
or fiber optic connectors) were developed for consumer DAT recorders and 
CD players.

There was also the need for more channels, so Alessis and Tascam 
developed their own standards, known as ADAT and TDIF, respectively.

However, in order to accommodate the new higher sampling rates of 88.1 
& 96 kHz, a new set of standards needed to be introduced.  Let’s discuss 
AES first. When higher sampling rate standards were in their formative 
stages, various connection methods were proposed to keep the sound 
quality from deteriorating, and two methods of transmission were decided 

upon.
The first method is the version you already know, the SINGLE (or HIGH-
SPEED SINGLE) WIRE mode.  It is simply 2 channels on 1 XLR connector 
at 44.1, 48, 88.1 and 96 kHz.  The other method is known as AES DUAL 
WIRE, and it operates at the 44.1, 48, 88.1 & 96 kHz rates as 1 channel on 
1 XLR connector.  

AES digital signals can now be based on both dual and single (high-speed) 
wire modes.  While this may seem confusing at first, it is actually quite 
simple.

There has also been a similar need to expand the ADAT and TDIF formats, 
so for the ADAT format, it takes 1 connector to transmit 8 channels at 44.1- 
48 kHz or 4 channels of 88.1- 96 kHz.  TDIF is transmitted as 8 channels 
on 1 DB25 connector at 44.1 - 48, and 4 channels at 88.1 - 96 kHz.

Support For the New 24/96 Data Transmission Formats. 

Same features as AD96 plus Microphone preamplifiers, utilizing RAMSA’s patented “padless” low-noise 
high-output circuit. This allows users of digital mixers, such as the DA7series to increase the number of 
Microphone inputs.Each channel has individually switched 48V phantom power.

Microphone Pre-amp Gain VR
PADless +4dB to –60dB Gain control VR
Gain accuracy at +4dB is calibrated in factory by internal trim resistor.

Analog Audio Input   (WZ-AD96)
Balanced input
Normal level : +4dBu
Maximum level : +30dBu (level adjust)

Analog Audio Input   (WZ-AD96M)
No PAD Microphone to line level Audio Input capability
Low noise, Good sound, Responsibility
Balanced –60dBu to +4dBu Signal Input. (can receive, unbalanced signal)
Maximum level : +24dBu

AES3 Output   (WZ-AD96/AD96M)
8ch 48kHz rate Output
8ch 96kHz Hi-speed Output
4ch 96kHz Dual AES Output
(1,2,3,4 or 5,6,7,8 selectable)

Analog Audio Output
These XLR connectors supply Analog audio 
signals to line level devices.
Theoutput level is +4 dB for each channel.

AES/EBU Digital Input Connectors
These XLR connectors accept AES/EBU digital inputs.
Input channels for Dual AES mode are selected from a set of 1, 2, 3, 
and 4or 5, 6, 7 and 8.

L 1 R 1 L 2

L 1 L 2 L 3

R 1 R 2 R 3

L 1 L 2 L 3R 1 R 2 R 3

AES

Hi-speed

Dual

fs=48khz

fs=96kHz fs=96kHz

24bit

96k dual Channel

ch 1

24bit 24bit

96kHz 96kHz

Input
ch 1

24bitch 2

24bitch 3

24bitch 4

24bitch 5

24bitch 6

24bitch 7

24bit

f s = 4 8 k H z

ch 8

The selected frequency is displayed on t

This BNC accepts the wordclock signal supplied by an external device.
LED Color Frequency
44.1 Green 44.1 kHz
48 Green 48 kHz
44.1 Red 88.2 kHz

LED Color
48 Red
44.1 Amber
48 Amber



AD96

WZ-DA96

AD96

Standard supported transmission modes are:
8 channels, 44.1 - 48 kHz of AES & ADAT 
(AES is on 4 XLR connectors, 2 channels each in SINGLE WIRE 
mode. ADAT is 1 fiber optic connector)

8 channels, 88.1 – 96 kHz of AES
(AES is on 4 XLR connectors, 2 channels each in HIGH SPEED 
SINGLE WIRE mode)

4 channels, 88.1 - 96 kHz of AES & ADAT
(AES is on 4 XLR connectors in DUAL wire mode, 1 channel each. 
ADAT is 1 fiber optic cable with 4 channels.) 

Getting Connected
With all of these new standards and possible connector 
combinations available from numerous types of digital 
audio equipment, it can be pretty complicated.  When we 
designed the 96 Series, we knew there had to be a wide 
range of standard and option connections in order for 
you to get your gear connected.

The 24-bit/96 kHz sampling Analog to Digital Converters deliver a dynamic range of 118 dB.
Ideal for mastering DVD audio and surround sound, connecting analog mixers to digital recorders, 
and pre-processing of MDM, DAW and ADAT. Precision level metering with an accuracy of ±0.05 dB.

Reference level indicator
AD96 can change the Reference level (+4dBy) at 
Digital domain by Dip SW. (Rear Panel)
These LED indicate selected level. (RED LED)

10point bar graph meter
Threshold of the peak LED can select –6dB to 
0dBFS by Rear Dip SW. (Red)
High accurate digital Meter. (Green)
Ref level threshold Auto change (synchronize) 
with REF LEVEL Select.

Audio signal level adjustment VR
-10~+10dB adjust VR
+4dB to –20dBFS ±0.1dB adjustment is initial 
setted by factory.

WZ-DA96
The 24-bit/96 kHz sampling Digital to Analog converter achieves a dynamic range of 118 dB.

It is ideal for connecting digital recorders to analog mixers and digital mixers to analog recorders.
This unit is also suitable for multi-channel monitoring and surround sound applications.

the LED as, Clock Source Selection Button A 10-point bar graph meter is provided for each channel in the metersection.
In the normal mode the right side scale is refereed.
PEAK, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -10, -20, -30
In the zoom mode the left side scale is refereed.
PEAK, -6, -12, REF, -24, -30, -36, -42, -48, -54

Frequency
96 kHz
176.4 kHz
192 kHz

WORD CLOCK MASTER
WORD CLOCK IN

WORD CLOCK IN

WORD CLOCK IN

WORD CLOCK IN

THRU

THRU

AES/EBU DIGITAL
OUTPUT(1-8CH)

AES/EBU DIGITAL
OUTPUT(1-8CH)

AES/EBU DIGITAL
INPUT(1-8CH)

SUPER CLOCK(256X)

AES/EBU DIGITAL
OUTPUT(1-8CH)

AES/EBU DIGITAL
INPUT(1-8CH)

AES/EBU DIGITAL
INPUT(1-8CH)

AES/EBU DIGITAL
INPUT(1-8CH)

OUTPUT(1-8CH)

WZ-AD96/AD96M Setting
  CLOCK:EXT
  REF LEVEL:-18 dBFS
  WORD CLOCK-OUT:THRU

Pro Tools 888 I/O Setting
  SYNC MODE:INTERNAL(#1)
  SAMPL RATE:44.1kHz/48 kHz(#1)
  INPUT:DIGITAL
  1-2FORMAT:AES/EBU

WZ-AD96 Setting
  CLOCK:EXT

OUT

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

SLAVE CLOCK

OUT

OUT

OUT

IN

IN

SP L

AMP

WZ-DA96

WZ-AD96/AD96M #3

WZ-AD96/AD96M #2

WZ-AD96/AD96M #1

AMP AMP

SP LC SP C

SP SUB

SP RC SP R

888 I/O #1

888 I/O #2

888 I/O #3

Guitar

MIC

Keyboard

System Example
Macintosh



Panasonic Security & Digital Imaging Company

Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America

RAMSA/Professional Audio Group
Toll Free: 877-733-3689
Headquarters: 201-392-4429
Eastern Zone: One Panasonic Way (3-E7) Secm NJ 07094
Western Zone: 6550 Katella Ave. (17A-5) Cypress.CA 90630

PANASONIC CANADA INC.
5770 Ambler Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L4W 2T3 Canada (905) 624-5010
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Printed in Japan
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TRADEMARKS
All trademarks are the property of their respective copyright holder for use
in this document, including but not limited to;
●ProTools is a registered trademark of DigiDesign
●ADAT is a registered trademark of ALESIS Corp.
●CS-10 is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer ,Inc.
●Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer.Inc
●Windows is either a trademark or a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Technical Specifications

DimensionsOptional Accessories
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480 (18-7/8")

WZ-AD96/DA96

WZ-AD96M

WZ-AESAD

WZ-TDAD

AES Dual Mode Option Cards
   WZ-AESAD (for WZ-AD96/AD96M)

   WZ-AESDA (for WZ-DA96)
  (8 channels on a DB25 connector in DUAL WIRE mode)

The following option cards support 44.1, 48, 88.1 & 96 kHz

TDIF Option Cards
   WZ-TDAD (for WZ-AD96/AD96M)

   WZ-TDDA (for WZ-DA96)
  (8 channels on a DB25 connector at 44.1 – 48 kHz, 
   4 channels at 88.1 – 96 kHz)

(+4dBu 20Hz-20kHz)
(+24dBu 20Hz-20kHz)

Model No.

Resolution
Frequency Response
THD + N 

CMRR(at 1kHz)
EIN
Dynamic Range
Channel Separation
Maximum Input Level
Maximum Output Level
A/D Converter
D/A Converter
Sampling Frequency (sF)
Group Delay(at 48kHz)
Meter

INPUTS
Analog Inputs
AES/EBU Inputs
ADAT Input -
Wordclock Input
OUTPUTS
AES/EBU Output
Analog Output
ADAT Output
Wordclock Output
General
Power Requirement
Power Consumption
Dimensions
Weight

A to D converter
WZ-AD96

24 bit
20Hz~20kHz, +0.0dB~-0.2dB

0.003%, 90.5dB
0.0003%, 110.5dB

≥70dB
-

118dB
114dB

+30dBu (-6dBtrim)
-

96kHz/24bit/128 ✕ Oversampling
-

44.1/48/88.2/96kHz
38.7/Fs sec (0.806msec)

10-point ✕ 8, LED bar graph
2s/∞/off

Normal/Zoom/Adjust

±0.05dB

8 ✕ XLR connectors (balanced)
-
-

1, 75Ω BNC connector

4 ✕ XLR connectors
-

ADAT optical x 1 
1, BNC connector (loop-through)

AC 120V 60Hz
18W

480(W) ✕ 44(H) ✕ 350(D) mm (18-7/8" ✕ 1-3/4" ✕ 13-3/4")
5.0kg (11lbs)

A to D converter
WZ-AD96M

24 bit
20Hz~20kHz, +0.0dB~-0.2dB

0.003%, 90.5dB
0.0004%, 110.5dB

≥80 dB
-128dB
117dB
113dB

+24dBu
-

96kHz/24bit/128 ✕ Oversampling
-

44.1/48/88.2/96kHz
38.7/Fs sec (0.806msec)

1-point ✕ 8, 3 color, signal/Reference/Peak
-2s/∞/off

-

±0.05dB

8 ✕ XLR connectors(balanced)
- 
-

1, 75Ω BNC connector

4 ✕ XLR connectors
-

ADAT optical x1
1, BNC connector (look-through)

AC 120V 60Hz
19W

480(W) ✕ 44(H) ✕ 350(D) mm (18-7/8" ✕ 1-3/4" ✕ 13-3/4")
5.0kg (11lbs)

D to A converter
WZ-DA96

24 bit 
20Hz~20kHz, +0.5dB~-0.5dB

0.003%, 90.5dB
0.0003%, 111dB

-
-128dB
118dB
114dB

-
+36dBu

-
96kHz/24bit/128 ✕ Oversampling

44.1/48/88.2/96kHz
28/Fs sec (0.583msec)

10-point ✕ 8, LED bar graph

Normal/Zoom/Digital vol adjust/MXT setting

±0.05dB

-
4 ✕ XLR (balanced)

ADAT Opticalx1
1, 75Ω BNC connector

-
8 ✕ XLR connectors (balanced)

-
1, BNC connector (loop-through)

AC 120V 60Hz
17W

480(W) ✕ 44(H) ✕ 350(D) mm (18-7/8" ✕ 1-3/4" ✕ 13-3/4")
5.0kg (11lbs)

Type
Peak Hold

Mode
Accuracy


